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VCS would retain 12.2 pe$i4ent of the gross adwles as commission,
Cofftetime takes the position that it ag~reed to these amendments
because of the represent'.ions of an officer of VCS that the pro-
vision vesting title to al, food and beverages vended in VCS immedi-
ately upon delivery would avoid liability for the State sales tax since
VCS, a Federal Government Instrumentality, was constitutionally exempt.
Therefore, CoffeetIme would suffer no loss an a result of the 5 per-
cer~t increase in its commission payments to VCS

9

Upon execution of the contract amendments, Coffeetime ceased to remit
the tax to the State of Rhode Island, However, on March 31, lV7,r Coffee-
time Informed VCS that the Tax Commissioi' of the State ofURhode Inland
had made a preliminary audit of its contract, The results of this
audit showed that Coffeetima was liable for sales taxes on gross receipts
received under the contract subsequent to August 1, 1971. At Coffee-
time's request, a formal rnaring on the subject of the audit was held
by the TAx Administrator tor the Otate of Rhode Island on May 28, 1975,
but the Tax Administrator upheld the assessment of the tax. The con-
tractor's claim is for reimbursement of sales taxes found owing on sales
made under the contract during the period August 1, 1971 through
March 31, 1975.

In this context, the Director of VCS requests our tecicion on the
following questions:

"1, Ia Coffeetime, Inc. liable Uo the State of Rhode Island
for sales taxes on merchandise purchased by VCS for resale?

"2. If the answer to question 1 is affirmative, is the VCS
liable to reimburse Coffeetime, Inc. for sales taxes
assessed on merchandise purchased by VCS under the contract?

113, If transactions of this type of contract are subject to
state or local taxes, would they not then be excluded from
the provisions of the Service Contract Act of 1965, as
amended?"

The general rule governing the tax status of transactions involvi -
the Federal Government 1> that if the incidence of the tax, by State law9
is placed on the vendee Cultimate purchaser), and the United States as
the vendee, it is constitutionally immune from payment of the tax. Or
the other hand, if the incidence of the tax is on the vendor, the United
States is not constitutionally immune from payment of the amounts passed
down from the vendor, and it may be required to bear the economic burden
of the tax unless the State statutorily exempts sales to the United
States from the tax. SeL e.g., B-184823, B-184318, August 17, 1976,
55 Comp. CGen. , and authorities cited.
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Wit), reference to the sales tax involved here, section 44-18-19
of title 7, General Laws of Rhode Island (1970 reenactment), provides
in part:

"The getailer shall add the tax hereby imposed to
the sale price or charge, and when added such tax shall
constitute a part of such price or charge, shall be a
debt from the consumer or user to the retailer, and shall
be recoverable at law in the same manner as other debts
* * A." .

Section 44-18-31 of 'the State statute provides:

.'There shall be exempted from the computation of the
amount of the sales tax the gross receipts from the sale
of any tangible personal property to the United States,
its agencies and ±nstrumentalities." 

It is clear that the incidence of the Rhode Island sales tax is on the
vandee, with the result that if the United States may be considered to
be a vende& it would be constitutionally immune from payment. Compare
49 Comp. Gen. 204, 205 (1969).' In any event, the State statutorily
exempts sales to the United States from the tax,

However, in reaching his determination that Coffeetime must remit
taxes for the sales here involved, the Rhode Island Tax Administrator
apparently did not consider the vesting of title to merchandise in VCS,
pursuant to the amended contract, sufficient to establish the purported
"sale" to the United States for purposes of invoking the Federal
exemption and disposing of the tax question. Rather, he seems to have
viewed the taxable transaction as the sale of Merchandise to vending
uachine patrons, wherein the incidence of the tax is on the patrons
(rather than VCS) and Coffeetime (rather than VCS) is the retailer.
On the latter point, the Tax Administrator". decision noted that, under
the contract, Coffeetime collects all monies deposited in the vending
machines and pays a percentage to VCS, thus bringing the facts within
the provision of the Repulatio.ts, Rules and Bulletins Issued by the
Tax Administrator under the Sales and Use Tax Law which states in
pertinent part:

"Vending Machines. If the owner or lessee of the
premises where the vending machine it located has accesis
to the monies in the machine and remits whatever is owed
to the company owning the machine after deducting his
profits or commissions, he is considered to be the retailer.
If. however, the owner has no access to the monies in the
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machine and the aDonies are collected by the distributor
of the machine who then pays a percentage or commission
to the owner or lessee of the piemises, then the dis-
tributor is the retailer," (Emphasis supplied.)

Thus under the Tax Administrator's theory, VCS was not directly involved
at either end of the taxable transactions, so that the tax exemption
accorded to the United States would not apply.

With reference to the first question as to Coffeetime's tax
liability to the State, the Tax Administrator's decihion that Coffeetime
is liable for payment of taxes on the sales involved han apparently
been accepted by Coffeetime without further appeal, We have no
authority to challenge this determination of State law, which does not
purport to affect the Federal Government's tax immunity.

With.reference to the second question, VCS is not liable under
the contract as wrLtten to reimburse Coffeetime for iales tax payments,
As noted previously, the contract specifically provides that Coffeetime
assumes liability for, inter alla, State sales taxes. Nevertheless,
several decisions of our Office have afforded equitable relief by,'
in effect, reforming a Government contract where thu contract price
fails to reflect State tax costs tu the contractor due to a mutual
mistAke of law' namely, that the Government's tax exemption applies.
See B-180071, February 25, 1974; B-169959, August 3, 1970; B-159064,
May 11, 1966; B-153472, December 2, 1965. Thus we observed in
B-159064, supra;

"It has been held thrt where, in connection with
a Governiment contract, the Government apparently
negligently misstated a material fact and thereby
misled the plaintiff to its damage, and where the
plaintiff was negligent in not discovering the mis-
statement and ascertaining for itself what the facts
were before submitting its bid, the position of the
parties is that of persons who have made a mutual
mistake as to a material fact relating to the contract
and the court should therefore, in effect, reform the
contract by putting them in the position they would have
occupied but for the mistake, Virginia Engineering qCO .,
Inc., v. The United States, 101 Ct. Cl. 516. The general
rule is that a contract made through mutual mistake as
to material facts may either be rescinded or reformed.
See 12 Am. Jur, Contracts, Sec. 126 and 17 C.J.S., Con-
tracts, Sec. 144. Furtheb it is an additional rule that
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